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Abstract
The security issues such as confidentiality, data integrity,and 
freshness in data aggregation become crucial when these WSN 
is deployed in a remote or hostile environment where sensors 
are prone to node failures and compromises. There is a currently 
research potential in securing data aggregation in WSNs. With 
in this mind, the security issues in data aggregation for these 
WSN will be discussed in this present system. Recent advances 
in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have led to several new 
promising applications including habitat monitoring and target 
tracking. However, the data communication between nodes are 
consuming a large portion of the entire energy consumption 
of the WSNs. Consequently, data aggregation techniques can 
significantly help to reduce the energy consumption by eliminating 
the redundant data travelling back to the base station. Then, the 
adversarial model that can exist in any aggregation protocol will 
be explained. 
After that, the “state-of-the-art” in secure data aggregation schemes 
are surveyed and then classified into two categories based on this 
number of aggregator nodes and the existence of the verification 
phase.Finally, a conceptual framework will be proposed to provide 
new designs with the minimum security requirements against 
a certain type of adversary. This framework provides a better 
understanding of these schemes and facilitates the evaluation 
process.
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I. Introduction
A WSN could be a extremely distributed network 
of tiny wireless nodes deployed in massive numbers to monitor 
the surroundings or different systems by the activity of physical 
parameters such as temperature, pressure, or ratio Sensor 
nodes collaborate to make an advertisement hoc network capable 
of news network activities to a data assortment sink. Recently, 
WSNs are employed in several promising applications including 
surround observance and target chase. However wireless sensor 
networks are resource forced with restricted energy period of time, 
slow computation small memory and restriction communication 
capabilities. The synchronization issue could also be critical for 
data aggregation security since a part of the security scheme, such 
that key distribution, cannot work efficiently without achieving 
very low latency rate. Due to these limitations, devising security 
protocols for WSNs is complicated and may not be successfully 
accomplished to the simple adaptation of security solutions designed 
for wired networks. Studies by Wagner (2004) and Krishnamachari 
et al. (2002) showed that data transmission consumes much more 
energy than computation. The data transmission accounts for 70% 
of the energy cost of computation and communication for the SNEP 
protocol (Perrig et al., 2002). Data aggregation can significantly 
help to reduce this consumption by eliminating redundant data. 
However, that the aggregators are vulnerable to attack, especially 
if they are not equipped with tamper-resistant hardware. When 

the aggregator node is compromised, it is easy for the adversary 
to change the aggregation result and inject false data into WSNs. 
Unfortunately, that the security mechanisms used in other network 
environments are not appropriate for the WSN domains, since they 
were typically based on public key cryptography which was too 
expensive for sensor nodes.
Secure data aggregation schemes are classified, in this paper, 
based on how many times the data is aggregated during its travel 
to the base station. Our contributions in this paper include the 
following:

A survey of the “state-of-the-art” in secure data aggregation • 
schemes is presented and these schemes are then classified 
into two groups according to the number of aggregator nodes, 
and whether the verification phase of the aggregated result 
is considered or not.
The secure data aggregation has defined informally and • 
then the security issues in data aggregation for the WSNs 
are discussed.
An adversarial model, which can be expected in any secure • 
data aggregation scheme, is proposed. This model covers 
different types of adversaries where the computational 
strength, the network access level, and the node’s secret-
access level may vary.

II. Literature Survey

A. Secure Data Aggregation in Wireless Sensor Network: 
A Survey
Recent advances in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have led 
to many new promising applications including habitat monitoring 
and target tracking. However, the data communication between 
nodes consumes a large portion of the total energy consumption 
of the WSNs. Consequently, the data aggregation techniques can 
greatly help to reduce the energy consumption by eliminating 
redundant data traveling back to the base station. The security 
issues such that the data integrity, confidentiality, and the freshness 
in data aggregation become crucial when the WSN is deployed 
in a remote or hostile environment where sensors are prone to 
node failures and compromises. There was currently research 
potential in securing data aggregation in the WSN. With this in 
mind, then the security issues in data aggregation for the WSN will 
be discussed in this paper. Then, the adversarial model that could 
be used in any aggregation scheme will be explained. After that, the 
”state-of-the-art” proposed secure data aggregation schemes will 
be surveyed and then classified into two categories based on the 
number of aggregator nodes and the existence of the verification 
phase.

B. Secure and Highly-Available Aggregation Queries in 
Large-Scale Sensor Networks Via Set Sampling
Wireless sensor networks are often queried for aggregates 
such as predicate sum, count and average. In an untrusted 
environments, sensors are may potentially be compromised. The 
existing approaches for securely answering aggregation queries 
in untrusted sensor networks can detect whether the aggregation 
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result is corrupted by an attacker. However, the attacker 
(controlling the compromised sensors) can keep corrupting 
the result, rendering the system unavailable. Our paper mainly 
aimed to enable the aggregation queries to tolerate instead of 
just detecting the adversary. To this end, we proposed a novel 
tree sampling algorithm that directly uses sampling to answer 
aggregation queries. This leverages a novel set sampling technique 
to overcome a key and well-known obstacle in sampling traditional 
sampling technique is only effective when the predicate count or 
sum is large. To set sampling can efficiently sample a set of sensors 
together, and determine to whether any sensor in the set satisfies 
the predicate (but not how many). To set sampling as a building 
block, the tree sampling can provably generate a correct answer 
despite adversarial interference, while without the drawbacks of 
traditional sampling techniques.

C. Secure Outsourced Aggregation Via One Way 
Chains
We consider the Outsourced Aggregation model, where the sensing 
services outsource their sensor data collection and aggregation 
tasks to third-party service providers called aggregators. As the 
aggregators can be untrusted or compromised, it is very essential 
for a sensing service to be able to verify the correctness of 
aggregation results. Our work presents SECOA, a framework 
with a family of novel and optimally-secure protocols for 
secure outsourced aggregation. Our frame- work is based on a 
united use of one-way chains. It sup- ports a large and diverse 
set of aggregate functions,we can have multiple hierarchically 
organized aggregators, can de-terministically detect any malicious 
aggregation behavior without communicating with sensors, and 
it incurs a small and workload-independent communication load 
on sensors. We also presented extensive evaluation results to 
demonstrate the feasibility of our framework.

D. An Efficient Integrity-Preserving Scheme For 
Hierarchical Sensor Aggregation
Sensor networks have proven to be useful in many application 
domains. It has the sensor nodes aggregating their results inside 
the network before sending the results to a base station has 
been shown to increase the lifetime of the network. However, 
the sensor networks that are deployed in hostile environments 
need aggregation protocols that protect the integrity of the result. 
Recently, Chan et al. [3] introduced such a scheme that requires 
O(_log2n) communication per node, where _ is the degree of the 
aggregation tree for the network and n is the number of nodes in 
the network. In this paper, we introduced modifications of this 
approach that reduce the maximum communication per node to 
O(_ log n).

III. Existing System
In existing network data aggregation is highly impossible • 
To accomplish the data aggregation we used here synopsis • 
diffusion which combines multipath routing schemes with 
duplicate-insensitive algorithms to accurately compute 
aggregates
Some data losses occurrence should be there.• 

A. Drawbacks in Existing System
This is one of the important problem since sensor networks • 
are highly vulnerable to node compromises due to the 
unattended nature of sensor nodes and the lack of tamper-
resistant hardware.

This aggregation framework not includes the address • 
the problem of false sub aggregate values contributed by 
compromised nodes resulting in large errors in the aggregate 
computed at the base station.

IV. Proposed System
Here we are proposing some new technology like synopsis 
diffusion approaches which can able to secure against attacks in 
which compromised nodes contribute false sub aggregative values. 
Especially we are introducing a novel a light weight verification 
algorithm in our proposed system the research community has 
proposed the use of multipath routing techniques for forwarding 
sub aggregates.

A. Advantages
Here data aggregation is possible so we can able to send more 1. 
num of data through wireless network systems.
In many applications we are using like military surveillance, 2. 
forest fire detection.

Fig. 1: Basic Workflow Structures

V. Related Work
Since WSNs share some properties with the normal wireless 
networks, the information security requirements within the WSNs 
ar just like those in ancient networks (Perrig et al., 2002; Shi &amp; 
Perrig, 2004). However, there are some distinctive specifications 
that may solely be found in WSNs, as mentioned in Section one, 
that need a lot of attention throughout the look method. This section 
discusses the protection necessities for strengthening attack-
resistant knowledge aggregation protocols. Data Confidentiality: 
ensures that info content isn’t disclosed to anyone unauthorized 
to receive it. It may be divided (in secure information aggregation 
schemes) into a hop-by-hop basis associated an end-to-end 
basis. within the hop-by-hop basis, any aggregator purpose must 
decode the received encrypted information, apply some kind of 
aggregation operate, inscribe the aggregate information, and send 
it to the higher aggregator purpose. this sort of confidentiality 
implementation isn’t sensible for the WSN since it needs 
additional computation, that ends up in additional delays within 
the network and will increase the energy consumption. this sort 
of confidentiality conjointly facilitates the adversary’s mission. 
for instance, the secrecy of detected information is disclosed 
once any hop (or any detector node enclosed within the route) 
is compromised. On the opposite basis, the someone ought not 
to rewrite and inscribe the received information, and instead 
must apply the aggregation functions directly on the encrypted 
information by victimisation homomorphic encoding (Westhoff 
et al., 2006). End-toend confidentiality greatly reduces the energy 
consumption since there’s no want for cryptography and encoding 
at intermediate nodes. To the simplest of our information only add 
and AVE aggregation functions square measure enforced within 
the current literature.
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A. Data Integrity
ensures that the content of a message has not been altered, either 
maliciously or accidentally, throughout the transmission method. 
Confidentiality itself is not enough since associate degree resister 
continues to be able to amendment the info though it is aware of 
nothing concerning it. Suppose a secure knowledge aggregation 
protocol provides solely knowledge confidentiality so as to defeat 
associate degree resister that’s capable to compromise device 
nodes close to mortal points. The resister will alter the perceived 
data to affect the general aggregation results. Moreover, even 
while not the existence of associate degree adversary, knowledge 
may well be broken or lost owing to the character of the wireless 
environment.

B. Knowledge Freshness
Ensures that the info square measure recent and no previous 
messages are replayed, thereby protective knowledge aggregation 
protocols against replay attacks. In this kind of attack, it’s not 
enough that these protocols give solely knowledge confidentiality 
and knowledge integrity as a result of a passive resister is in 
a position to concentrate to even encrypted messages, that is 
transmitted between device nodes, and can replay them shortly 
to disrupt the info aggregation results. a lot of significantly, the 
adversary will replay the distributed shared key and mislead the 
device concerning the current key wont to secure sensing data 
and collective results.

C. Data Availability
Ensures that the network is alive and knowledge square measure 
accessible. In the presence of malicious nodes, it’s extremely 
suggested that the network react to these dangerous (compromised) 
nodes and eliminate them. Once associate aggressor gets into the 
WSN by compromising a node, the attack will have an effect on the 
network services and knowledge availability, particularly in those 
elements of the network wherever the attack has been launched. 
Moreover, the information aggregation security necessities ought 
to be carefully enforced to avoid further energy consumption. If 
no a lot of energy is left, the information can not be obtainable. 
once the network size and also the soul capability square measure 
accrued, it’s desirable that a secure knowledge aggregation 
protocol contains a number of the subsequent mechanisms to 
confirm an inexpensive level of information availability within 
the network.

D. Self-healing
Which might diagnose and react to the adversary’s activities 
especially once it gets into the network, so begin corrective actions 
based on outlined policies to recover the network or a node.

E. Aggregator Rotation
Somebody rotation that rotates the aggregation duties between 
honest nodes, to balance the energy consumption within the 
WSN.

1. Authentication
permits the receiver to verify whether or not the message is shipped 
by the claimed sender or not. The opponent can, therefore, not 
be ready to participate and inject knowledge into the network 
unless it’s valid authentication keys. If the authentication isn’t 
enforced, the opponent will impersonate alternative nodes and 
get access to some sensitive knowledge. within the aggregation 
context, without authentication, the opponent will masquerade 

the somebody associate degreed report an aggregation result x’ 
rather than x to the asker.
One major outcome of any secure knowledge aggregation protocol 
is to produce the aggregative data as accurately as doable with a 
minimum range of bits transmitted among the network. A trade-
off between knowledge accuracy and therefore the size of the 
aggregative knowledge ought to be considered at the planning 
stage. Before measure secure knowledge aggregation protocols, we 
discuss the protection environments and therefore the adversarial 
model thought-about in these protocols.

VI. Results

Fig. 2: Home Page

This is the home page window where we are going to enter the 
IP address of remote system.

Fig. 3: RSA-key Generation

In this we can see the generation of RSA key.
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Fig. 4: Listening Port

Fig. 5: Communication 

In this we will get the message like handshaking completed then 
only you are able to communicate with the remote server.

Fig. 6: Receiving File

VI. Conclusion
This chapter provides a close review of secure knowledge 
aggregation protocols in wireless sensing element networks. 

It initial explains the motivation behind secure knowledge 
aggregation and discusses the security needs of wireless sensing 
element networks needed to strengthen attack-resistant data 
aggregation protocols. It then describes the adversarial model 
which will threaten any secure aggregation protocol. the various 
capabilities associate degree mortal could have against secure 
data aggregation protocols square measure mentioned. After 
that, the progressive in secure knowledge aggregation protocols 
is surveyed and classified into 2 classes (one human model and 
multiple human model) supported the amount of human nodes and 
also the existence of the verification part. to supply the safety and 
performance analysis, current secure data aggregation protocols 
square measure compared during a variety of various ways: the 
aggregation model they follow, security services they supply, 
cryptological primitives they use, attacks they secure against, and 
also the variety of bits they need nodes to send order to accomplish 
the aggregation part. supported this security and performance 
analysis, a conceptual framework that results in higher analysis 
of secure aggregation schemes is given.
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